
Move to a cleaner, 
greener Air Source Heat Pump 
with our Effective Home Promise

With time running out for fossil fuels, and the world searching for ways to reduce its 

carbon footprint, homeowners are increasingly looking for cleaner, more sustainable 

alternatives. Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) provide a proven solution. To make 

switching over to an AHSP system seamless and guarantee complete peace of mind, 

we provide the Effective Home Promise. This ensures you get the best from 

your system from day one and makes switching to AHSP worry-free. 

Once installed, this reliable long-life, low-carbon system 

will reduce your carbon footprint, decrease your 

gas bills and future-proof your home. Energising

sustainable living



We promise to provide:

Non-stop expertise1
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We offer expert advice on choosing the most efficient ASHP for your home

We deliver a bespoke system that optimises the temperature in every room

We provide HIES, EPVS and MCS reassurance and validated RHI figures 

We organise a professional installation by manufacturer-trained engineers

Ongoing protection4
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We provide your system with lasting, long-term protection

We add industry-leading Adey Inhibitor to reduce the build-up of debris

We install a removable Magnaclean filter that traps any extra material 

We remove this extra debris when your ASHP is serviced

We send a sample of the water in your system to an independent lab 

We verify that the levels in the system are correct

We provide confirmation that your ASHP has been installed correctly 

We send you an independent certificate

Independent 
certification
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Hassle-free maintenance3
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We include your first year’s service, as standard

We provide the reassurance of knowing that your ASHP is in safe hands

We help with manufacturer warranties, heating advice and extra services

We’re always here to help. All you need to do is call



One promise. 

Complete peace of mind.

Invaluable advice and support

Ongoing help with warranties

The right heat pump for your home

An expert installation by trained engineers

Your fi rst year’s service included

Need a hand with anything else?
To fi nd out more about the Effective Home Promise 
and get expert advice on your new Air Source Heat Pump

Call 0333 003 0703 

Email sales@effectivehome.co.uk

Go online www.effectivehome.co.uk
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We complete an Adey MagnaCleanse to safely clean pipework 

We remove any debris that could leave radiators lukewarm

We stop sludge from damaging your system and bumping up bills

We ensure your ASHP is working effi ciently and balance your radiators

Genuine attention to detail5


